Consider an on-line system in which a player is sequentially given independent and uniformly chosen points from [0, 1] . After looking at each point the player is allowed to either keep it or replace it with a fresh uniformly chosen point. This choice may depend on the location of all previously kept points. However, only one retry is allowed at every step. The goal of the player is to reduce the discrepancy of the empirical distribution of points, that is -to reduce the maximal deviation of the number of points in an interval from its expectation.
Introduction
Let Z 0 N := {ξ 0 (n)} 0≤n≤N and Z 1 N := {ξ 1 (n)} 0≤n≤N , be two identically distributed stochastic processes on the same probability space, whose samples are independent and identically distributed. An (on-line) two-choice between elements of these sequences is a random sequence {b n } 0≤n≤N of elements in {0, 1} where b n may depend on ξ b 0 (0), . . . , ξ b n−1 (n − 1), ξ 0 (n) and ξ 1 (n). The power of two-choices is the phenomenon that for an appropriately chosen b n , the process Z b N := {ξ bn (n)} 0≤n≤N often demonstrates much less discrepancy than both Z 0 N and Z 1 N . This phenomenon was discovered and popularized in a seminal paper of Azar, Broder, Karlin, and Upfal [2] for the balls and bins model, 
). Moreover, these results are tight up to a constant in the exponent (see e.g. [14] ). It is worthwhile to note, however, that significantly better iterated log bounds were obtained by Berenbrink, Czumaj, Steger and Vöcking [3] for the one-sided gap between the load of the most loaded bin and the average load. For a simpler proof see Talwar and Wieder [18] .
Following [2] , an extensive literature on the power of two choices evolved. Several applications were discovered (see [17] for a survey) and various variations on the setting were considered. In this paper we study the case of uniform distribution on Ω = [0, 1] and discrepancy measured by variation on intervals, Dis N (ξ) = Dis (ξ(n)) n∈[N ] = sup i.e., maximal deviation of the number of points on any interval from its expectation. More details on the motivation for this setting, which was suggested by Benjamini, are given in Section 1.1.
Our main result (Corollary 2) is an explicit strategy which obtains Dis N (Z b ) = O(log 3 N/N ) with high probability Compare with Dis N (Z 0 ) = Θ(1/ √ N ) for the random process without any choice). Observe that a straightforward lower bound on the discrepancy obtained by any strategy is Dis N (Z b ) = Ω(log N/N ), so that the result is optimal up to a factor of at most log 2 (N ). Corollary 2 follows from a discrete counterpart for the balls and bins setting (Theorem 1) with interval variation discrepancy, given by
Our results do not require the full power of two choices, and the weaker notion of one-retry, or even η-retry with arbitrarily low η, are sufficient. The one-retry setting is the same as the two-choices one, except b n may depend only on ξ b 1 (1), . . . , ξ b n−1 (n − 1) and ξ 0 (n), but not on ξ 1 (n). An η-retry process for 0 < η < 1 is a one-retry process except that at every step with probability η (independent of everything else) we are allowed to make a retry, and with probability 1 − η we are forced to selects b n = 0. This setting is comparable with the (1 + β)-choice setting of Peres, Talwar and Wieder [14] . The relations between the two notions is discussed in Section 1.2. Our work also has some bearing on on-line thinning, a notion related to stratified sampling in statistics. See discussion in Section 1.3.
Background on interval subdivision processes
An interval subdivision process is a sequence of points (
The intervals of the process at the N -th step are the gaps between adjacent points in (X i ) N i=1 , while the empirical measure at that step is
, where δ j is Kronecker's delta measure. When the points are chosen independently according to the uniform distribution on [0, 1] we call this the uniform interval subdivision process. By the law of large numbers the empirical distribution of this process converges to the uniform measure almost surely as N tends to infinity.
In 1975 Kakutani [8] suggested a couple of alternative more regular models for interval subdivision. The first is the Kakutani process -a deterministic model in which the N -th point is selected to be at the α percentile of one of the largest intervals of step N −1. The second is the uniform Kakutani process in which the N -th point is selected uniformly from the largest interval (observe that ties have probability zero). Kakutani himself showed that the empirical distribution of the Kakutani process converges to the uniform distribution and conjectured that the same should be true for the uniform Kakutani process. This fact was later prooved by van Zwet in [19] and independently by Lootgiester in [9] . Once convergence was established it remained to recover in what sense the uniform Kakutani process is more regular than the i.i.d. uniform subdivision.
The rate of convergence of the process has been studied in terms of two quantities. The first is the empirical interval distribution, that is the distribution of the length of a uniformly chosen interval after step N , normalized by a factor of N . For the uniform interval subdivision process the empirical interval distribution converges in distribution to an exponential distribution. In 1980 Pyke [15] had discovered that the situation in the case of the uniform Kakutani process is quite different and that in this case the empirical interval distribution converges to a uniform distribution on [0, 2].
The second sense of convergence, which has been considered is the interval variation discrepancy measured through the empirical process. A classical result by Donsker [5] implies that The empirical process of the uniform interval subdivision process converges to the standard Brownian bridge so that the interval variation discrepancy is of order Θ(
). In 2004 Pyke and van Zwet [16] were able to compute the empirical process of the uniform Kakutani process and showed that it converges to a Brownian bridge with half the standard deviation. In particular, this implies that the uniform Kakutani process achieves an improvement of merely a constant factor in the interval variation discrepancy over the uniform interval subdivision process.
Benjamini (see [10] and [7] ) suggested investigating how will a two-choice variant of the uniform interval subdivision process behave. One family of algorithms which Benjamini suggested are Local algorithms, namely ones in which the player considers only the size of the intervals which contain the new sampled points. Two natural examples being max-2 and furthest-2 whose respective descriptions are "pick the point located in the larger interval" and "pick the point furthest from all previously chosen points". Observe that max-2 is a natural generalization of the uniform Kakutani process.
Maillard and Paquette [10] have analyzed the max-2 process and showed that its empirical distribution converges. Following their work, Junge [7] showed that the limit distribution is uniform on [0, 2] as in the uniform Kakutani process. However, both simulations and comparison with Kakutani processes, indicate that max-2 is likely to demonstrate discrepancy of Θ(
). Here, in Corollary 2, we show that even by using a β-retry strategy the player can obtain a near optimal discrepancy of O(
Weaker notions of choice
While considering applications of the power of two choices to queuing theory, Mitzenmacher, in his thesis [11] , suggested the following more robust setting of two-choices with errors. In his scenario, there is a constant positive probability at every step that a wrong assignment will be made, that is that while the chooser picked the first optional bin, the ball will accidentally be sent to the second, or vice versa. Peres, Talwar and Wieder [14] later reformulated this process, defining the equivalent (1 + β)-choice process for β ∈ [0, 1]. In this process with probability β (independent of everything else) the chooser is offered two identically distributed independent choices and with probability (1−β) only one such element is offered and no choice is allowed. η-retry processes are closely related to (1 + β)-choice processes. Indeed, Proposition 3.1 below guarantees that every (1 + β)-choice process for β ≤ 1 2 is a 2β-retry process β. Similarly, every η-retry process is clearly (1 + η)-choice process. However, a general one-retry process may not be a (1 + β)-choice process for any β < 1 (in the balls and bins setting for example, one-retry processes can achieve probability 1/N 2 for a single bin). As Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 are obtained for η-retry processes with arbitrarily small η, they are also valid in the (1 + β)-choice setting.
In the balls and bins setting, both (1 + β)-choice process and η-retry processes achieve the same asymptotic discrepancy of Θ(log M ) when N ≫ M , the same discrepancy that is achieved by a two-choices process. On the other hand, if one measure discrepancy by the one-sided maximal load norm given by
then Berenbrink, Czumaj, Steger and Vöcking [3] show that two-choices process can, in fact, achieve Θ(log log M ), while both (1 + β)-choice process and η-retry processes still achieve only Θ(log M ) (follows from the results of [14] ). A similar gap between the power of two choices, and the (1 + β)-choice and η-retry for η, β < 1 exists also in the regime N ≍ M , and in this regime both notions obtain no significant improvement over a no-choice setting. Curiously, when η = 1, the optimal discrepancy obtainable by one-retry strategy is Θ( log N log log N ) which is strictly between the discrepancy in the no-choice setting, which is Θ( log N log log N ) and the optimum in the 2-choice setting which is Θ(log log N ). This is shown in Theorem 4.
Possible implications in statistics
Our results could be used to obtain a new method for on-line sample thinning in statistics. Consider a setting in which a certain parameter Y is strongly dependent on a well studied parameter X in an unknown yet smooth way. Further assume that obtaining the parameter Y for any particular sample is more costly than obtaining X by a large factor. Examples for such a setting include Monte-carlo simulations in which Y is obtained from X by heavy computations, and experimental agriculture, where an organism (a plant or an animal) is raised and the parameter X could be assessed at a much earlier stage of growth compared with Y . Now suppose that we are interested in obtaining the best estimator for E(Y ) (or for another smooth observable of Y such as variance, median etc.), at a given cost. In such a setting, one can reduce the variance of the estimator by thinning the samples so that the empirical distribution of X in the sample will closely resemble the known distribution of X in the population (to read more on the benefit of thinning for Monte-carlo Markov chain samplers in a similar setting, see a recent work by Owen [13] ). The interpretation of our results in this setting would be that by thinning arbitrarily low percentage of N samples on-line, it is possible to obtain empirical percentile distribution of the samples of X which has interval variation distance of O(log 3 N/N ) from the distribution of X in the population. This should be compared with O(log N/N ) for an optimal off-line thinning scheme and with O(1/ √ N ) without any thinning. As a result, when waiting is costly, on-line thinning could prove a very good alternative to off-line thinning.
Another setting in which on-line thinning seems particularly relevant is big data streams, where samples are available in abundance, computation is costly and storage limitations constrain the number of samples that could be stored at any given time.
Other directions for future research
The strategy suggested here to minimize the discrepancy is rather general and seems applicable to other models. It is therefore natural to try and apply it to different spaces (such as [0, 1] d ) and to different measures of discrepancy. However, as a result, the strategy is somewhat involved and is very non-local. While we conjecture that the non-locality is essential, it may very well be that in a two-choices setting even a greedy strategy which aims at reducing the discrepancy at each step may achieve comparable bounds. However, such a strategy appears to be harder to analyze.
Definitions & Results
In this section we formally define two-choices, one-retry, strategies, and various mathematical notion useful for our proofs. Using these we then formulate our results. We then classify a family of processes which could be realized using a retry strategy, and provide a few technical lemmata required to prove our results. While we provide definitions for general distribution, here we consider only the case of 
Preliminaries
We begin by introducing the notions of two-choices and one-retry. Informally, two-choices is a setting in which a player is entitled to make a (possibly probabilistic) choice between two i.i.d. random variables. One-retry is a setting in which a player is shown a random variable, and may decide whether he wishes to replace it with an independent sample from the same distribution. A strategy is an algorithm which a player follows in making his decisions. Such a strategy may depend on all past choices of the player, on the information at hand and on an independent source of randomness.
Two-choices, one-retry. Let Ω be a probability space, let D be a probability distribution on Ω and let ζ 0 , ζ 1 ∼ D and U ∼ Unif([0, 1]) be independent random variables. Given f : Ω 2 × [0, 1] → {0, 1}, an indicator function of a measurable set, we define a random variable ξ f := ζ f (ζ 0 ,ζ 1 ,U ) which we call a two-choice on (Ω, D) according to f . If f (ζ 0 , ζ 1 , U ) = f (ζ 0 , U ), i.e., f does not depend on ζ 1 , then we say that ξ f is a one-retry on (Ω, D) according to f . An η-retry is a one-retry such that
As explained in the introduction this is equivalent to allowing retry only with probability η (independent from anything else).
Strategy. A one-retry strategy on Ω is defined as a function f :
is always an η-retry, then the strategy is an η-retry strategy. A two-choices strategy on Ω and a two-choices sequence on (Ω, D) according to f are defined similarly.
Empirical measures. Given a sequence of random variables Z = {Z i } 0≤i<N , the empirical measure of Z, denoted by µ Z , is the measure 
Results
The main results of the paper, is that the power of one-retry is sufficient to significantly regulate interval discrepancy. In the discrete setting our main result is the following. 
A corollary of this theorem, and our main result, is the existence of a strategy which utilizes the power of one-retry to significantly regulate the disrepancy of the uniform interval partition process.
Corollary 2. For any η ∈ (0, 1], there exist C, c, such that for every N ∈ N, there exists a η-retry strategy f on Unif ([0, 1]) , such that for all ∆ > 0
Proof. Let f ′ be the strategy guaranteed to exist by Theorem 1 for M = N . For x ∈ [0, 1) we write
M ) such that k ∈ N and x ∈ J(x), and denote the collection of such intervals by J.
by Theorem 1 there exists C ′ , c ′ such that for all integers a, b ∈ {0, . . . , M }, and J = [
For every interval J, there exists
Choosing C large enough and c small enough, the result follows.
We remark that by gradually changing the discretization of [0, 1) one can obtain a single choice strategy which guarantees that with high probability after N ∈ N steps the discrepancy is O(
. However this requires adapting Theorem 1 to handle a starting distribution µ 0 , and to avoid complicating the proof we have decided not to formulate this result.
In additional we provide a proof for the following result in the setting the N balls thrown into M bins setting. We show that when M ≫ N , our stochastic method for the power of one-retry is sufficient to recover the result of [2] . 
Notice that by a simple union bound, Theorem 3 implies that
This result, however, could also be obtained as a corollary of the results in [14] (as follows from the discussion in Section 1.2) and while the methods used there are not very different, we chose to include it provides as a more accessible setup to demonstrate the method. Finally, we show that when N = M , the power of two-choices is significantly stronger than the power of one-retry as shown in the following theorem. 
Moreover, there exists C > 0 such that for any γ > 1 there exist a one-retry strategy f for which
We remark that from the proof of the theorem, it is evident that allowing more than one retry further reduces the maximal load. In particular, when k retries are allowed, it should be possible to replace the square root by k + 1-th root.
Proof sketch
The proof of Theorem 4 which is relatively straightforward and bounds the on-line process by an off-line counterpart is given in Section 6. The proof of Theorem 3 and that of Theorem 1 share several key ideas. In both cases we relate the distribution of the balls to a continuous time processes. In these processes balls appear in different bins according to a changing intensity which increases when a region becomes too sparse and decreases when it becomes too dense, thus restraining the discrepancy. The exact sense of "region" and "density", vary between the two proofs. In both cases we first show that the power of one-retry enables the player to simulate such a process, and then analyze it. The definition of these continuous time process could be found in the beginning of Section 3, and their exponential concentration is given in Section 3.3. Section 4 is then dedicated to the proof of Theorem 3 while Section 5 -to that of Theorem 1.
Preliminaries
In this section we introduce the mathematical notions relevant for the paper, present several point processes which play a key role in our proofs and provide concentration bounds for them.
Realizing distributions using the power of one-retry
Proposition 3.1. Let D be a probability distribution on Ω and η ≤ 1. Every probability distribution D ′ which is absolutely continuous with respect to D with relative density g(x) satisfying
for every x ∈ [0, 1], is the distribution of an η-retry on (Ω, D).
Clearly f is an η-retry.
Let ζ 0 , ζ 1 ∼ D and U ∼ Unif([0, 1]), independent from one another, and observe that for any measurable set A, we have
In our proof we shall use Proposition 3.1 to emulate a process drifting towards 0 using the power of one-retry.
Self-correcting point processes (SCPPs)
be a collection of k bounded measurable functions. The selfcorrecting point process (SCPP) associated with f is the unique stochastic k-dimensional regular point process (X i t ) i∈[k],t∈[0,∞) , for which the conditional intensities λ 1 , . . . , λ k corresponding to X 1 t , . . . , X k t are given by
To see that such a process is well defined, follow, for example, the proof of [4, Theorem 7.2.I]. Every process X i t is called a component of the SCPP. Standardizing SCPP. Let 0 < θ < 1. A temporal point processes X t is said to be θ-standardizing if its intensity λ t satisfies
Uniform standardizing SCPP. Let 0 < θ < 1, the θ-uniform standardizing SCPP is the selfcorrecting temporal point process X t whose intensity is
This is the simplest example of a standardizing SCPP.
Balancing pair. Let 0 < θ < 1, a pair of processes (X t , Y t ) is said to be a θ-balancing pair if their intensities λ X (t), λ Y (t) satisfy
Observe that this implies that if we define τ X,t 0 := min t≥t 0 X t = X t 0 and τ Y,t 0 := min t≥t 0 Y t = Y t 0 , then we have
(1)
Exponential tail estimates for Standardizing and balancing SCPPs
This section is devoted to two lemmata which provide exponential tail estimates on averages fluctuations of standardizing and balancing SCPPs. Super-martingale criterion and exponential decay. To prove the lemmata we begin by mentioning a super-martingale criterion which bounds the expectation of a stochastic process.
Lemma 3.4. Let (M k ) k≥0 be random variables taking values in R + which satisfy
Proof.
Using induction over k the lemma follows.
Exponential tail upper-bounds. Next, we relate sub-exponential tail of individual random variables, to a sub-exponential tail of their weighted average. Lemma 3.5. Let X 1 , . . . , X k be k random variables such that for all i ∈ [k] we have E(e cX i ) < C, for some c, C. Then for all non-negative a 1 , . . . , a k such that
Proof. The statement follow from Jensen's inequality and the convexity of the exponential function.
Proof of the exponential tail estimates. We are now ready to prove Lemmata 3.2 and 3.3.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let X t be a θ-standardizing process and fix some s > 0. We wish to prove that
|Xs−s| ) < 100 θ 2 . Define T 0 = 0 and for n = 0, 1, . . . write T n for the discrete set of times which are either transition times of X t or times in which X t = t or the time t = s. Let U n := T n − T n−1 . Observe that for any b > 1 the process e
Balancing balls and bins by self-correcting Poisson processes
In this section we demonstrate our methods by proving Theorem 3. To simplify our notation we write C for a universal constant that may change from line to line.
Fix 0 < η < 1, ǫ > 0, M ∈ N and consider X 1 t , . . . , X M t , independent η/5-uniform standardizing SCPP. Let
Denote by Z n the process on [M ] satisfying Z n = m if the n-th point in X is a point of the process X m . Finally, denote the empirical distribution of the bins at time N by µ N (m) := |{n ≤ N | Z n = m}| N .
To prove Theorem 3 we show that µ N could be realized by a one-retry strategy. We do so by showing a strategy in which the bin to which the n-th ball is casted has the same distribution as Z n . We then show that µ N satisfies the statement of the theorem.
Realizing Z n . To see that Z n could be realized by a retry strategy, we verify that it satisfies the condition of Proposition 3.1. Hence we must show that for all n we have
Indeed, by the definition of the process we have 
Since for any t,
Bounding the empirical measure. Next we wish to bound |µ N (m) − 1/M |. Write N − = X T − and N + = X T + and denote by E the event {N − ≤ N ≤ N + }. Observe that by applying Markov's inequality to (3), we obtain that E c occurs with probability at most 5000
and therefore
By applying Markov's inequality to (2) we obtain
Theorem 3 follows.
Multiscale Ball and Bins
In this section we prove Theorem 1. Fix M ∈ N and let M 0 = 2 s be the minimal power of two greater or equal to M . While we need to prove the statement of the theorem for M , the reader may wish to keep in mind the case M 0 = M which is somewhat simpler. Write J for the set of all diadic intervals {i2 ℓ , . . . , 
We also define
The conditional intensity of X i t , which we denote by λ i t , is then defined as
Let Z n be the process on [M ] defined by setting Z n = m if the n − th point of the process D t ([M ]) is a point of X m . Finally we define µ N (m) := |{n ≤ N | Z n = m}| N . To prove Theorem 1 we must show that µ N could be realized by a one-retry strategy. As in Section 4, we do so by showing a strategy in which the bin to which the m-th ball is casted has the same distribution as Z m . We then bound the fluctuations in the interval variation norm for this process.
Realizing Z n . To see that Z n could be realized by a retry strategy, we verify that it satisfies the condition of Proposition 3.1. This is done in exactly the same way as in Section 4. Hence we must show that for any fixed 0 < η < 1 and for all n we have
Indeed, by the definition of the process we have
as required.
Bounding the fluctuations on intervals. First, observe that X t/M 0 is a η 10 -standardizing SCPP, and hence, by Lemma 3.2, we have for any t ∈ [0, ∞),
Moreover, we observe that for all J ∈ J the processes
Observe that for any m ∈ {0, . . . , M 0 − 1} we have
which by linearity implies that for any interval I ⊂ {0, . . . , M 0 − 1}
Now, since I is an interval, for all ℓ ≤ s we have |{J ∈ J :
Using (5) and (6) and applying Lemma 3.5 to
we obtain E e η|D t (I)−t|I||
and hence for any ∆ ′ > 0 we have
Applying a union bound to all intervals I ⊂ {0, . . . , M 0 − 1} with ∆ ′ = (10s + ∆), we obtain
for any t ∈ [0, ∞), where the constants C and c may depend on η.
Bounding the discrepancy of the empirical measure. Following our method at the end of Section 4, we denote
, and denote by E the event {N − ≤ N ≤ N + }. Observe that by applying Markov's inequality to (7) with I = [M ] we obtain that E c occurs with probability at most
By applying (8) we obtain
as required. be independent Poisson(M/N ) random variables, and let E be an event which is either monotonically increasing or monotonically decreasing. Then
In this section, given a one-retry strategy f on Unif([N ]), we generate the sequence of bins, Z i , in a different way, which is nonetheless equivalent to the one we used before. First, we generate i.i.d uniform random variables (Z 0 i ) i∈[N ] and (Z 1 i ) i∈ [N ] . Then, at step i, we look at the history and at Z 0 i and apply f to determine whether a retry is needed. When it is, we take the first Z 1 k that we haven't used so far. That is, at step i, if f i = 0 then we take Z i = Z 0 i and if f i = 1 we take
Observe that g N is the number of total number of retries used during the entire process.
We also introduce the following notation. For any t, ℓ, m ∈ [N ] and b ∈ {0, 1}, write
Upper bound
First, we observe that for any ℓ, t ∈ [N ], regardless of our strategy, we have
Hence, in order to obtain L N,ℓ = 0, we must have for every
Thus, for any strategy, we have
To prove the upper bound of Theorem 4 we now bound the two probabilities of the right hand side for K = ⌈N 1− 1 2ℓ ⌉. By Lemma 6.1, P(L 1 K,ℓ = 0) is bounded from above by twice the probability that M independent Poisson(K/N ) random variables are all taking values less then ℓ. The probability of a single such random variable to be at least ℓ is at least e −K/N (K/N ) ℓ ℓ! so that we have
Next, we bound P(L 0 N,ℓ ≤ K). We use Lemma 6.1 again to obtain that this probability is bounded from above by twice the probability that out of M independent Poisson(1) random variables, at most K take value at least ℓ. The probability of a single such random variable to be at least ℓ is at least 
Observe that when √ N /ℓ! 2 → ∞ the bounds in both (10) and (11) tend to 0. Hence the main constraint on ℓ is the requirement that ⌈N (1)), hence the inequality holds for N large enough. Plugging the bounds from (10) and (11) into (9) yields the first part of the theorem.
Lower bound
We now show a strategy which obtains the lower bound of 
Notice that if L 1 g N ,ℓ > 0 then for any 0 ≤ K ≤ N , either g N > K or L 1 K,ℓ > 0. Hence, for any 0 ≤ K ≤ N we get
Next, we bound P(g N > K). Let {Y i } i∈[N ] be i.i.d. Poisson(1) random variables and write Y := i∈[N ] max(Y i − ℓ, 0). By Lemma 6.1, the probability of g N > K is bounded from above by twice the probability that Y > K. Hence, for N large enough and K ≥ 2N ℓ! we have
where the central inequality is an application of Markov's inequality. Similarly, by Lemma 6.1, the probability of L 1 K,ℓ > 0 is bounded from above by twice the probability that one of N independent Poisson(K/N ) random variables is greater than ℓ. For K ≤
3N
ℓ!
and N large enough, the probability that a single Poisson(3/ℓ!) random variable is greater than ℓ is
Taking a union bound, and using Stirling's approximation and the fact that γ > 1 we obtain
≤ exp log N − ℓ 2 (log ℓ − 1)
≤ exp log N − 4γ log N log log N 1 2 log 4γ log N log log
for some universal C > 0. Putting (14) and (15) into (13), the theorem follows.
